A Play-reading of Hayato Days
A novel and exciting opportunity to experience, in English, a novel of Hayato Tanaka, Japan's
next generation playwright, from Osaka.

Date: Wednesday, January 30 and February 6, 7:30 pm
The Japan Foundation, London

Click here for more information
Japan Foundation Touring Programme - Realise Project: Japanese Films inspired by actual events.

The Japanese now have a festival in the 2008 Japan Foundation Touring Programme.

After a film screening, an audience will be invited to ask questions of the
producer/director/actor. A Q&A-style discussion will be added to this festival.

Click here for more information

Competiton
The first two letters of the name of your school, college, university or
your name or surname printed in bold text.

For the lucky three winners, a trip to Japan, incl.

Participants are required to be between 16 and 24 years of age and to be
attending a UK university.

Click here for more information

Japan Conference for Schools - speakers confirmed
Workshop leaders and speakers were confirmed.

Click here for more information

JF 2008

Japanese Studies & Cultural Exchange

An in-country visit to the University of Tokyo, Tokyo Foundation Touring Programme

The delegates will tour the University.

Click here for more information
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